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A.S. President may be
called for military duty

P. E. brings the noise
Public Enemy’s Mountain View show earns
critical rave. Media and the public overlook
rap’s positive message. Page 4

As most sutdents ease into the new
semester in shorts. A.S. President Arnez
Washington wonders whether he’ll have
to jump into military fatigues.
Washington, who has served with the Air
Force Reserves for seven years, could be
sent to the Middle East.
Page :3

Mambo’s draws SJSU crowd
New club caters to students with its relaxed
atmosphere and durable furniture. Page 4
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Weather
Sunny and warm:Low clouds and
fog along the coast, becoming sunny
in afternoon. Highs in the 70s and
National Weather Servo r
80s.
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Picketers protest ob cuts
By Anthony CatoIdo
Daily stall writer
An estimated 30 soon -to -be fired SJSU
custodians and members of their union picketed Tower Hall Monday.
The custodians demonstrated the administration’s recent decision to not renew 22
part-time custodial contracts and contract
out some services. But, according to one
union source, the firings are only one of
many potential problems.
Hiring outside labor could lead to more
theft and security threats. said Steve Sloan,
president of the California State Employees
Association local chapter.
"Historically, custodians have been the eyes
and ears of the university," said Sloan. "We
will not have any choice in who they are."
he said about any new SJSU custodians.
Sloan warned that these new employees
would have access to master keys to buildings with expensive computer equipment
inside.
Mo Qayoumi. Director of Facilities,
Development and Operations, retorted that
security would require the new custodians to
return the keys by the end of the work day.
"It’s not the fact that you give them the
keys to a building and say ’Go and clean’,"
said Qayoumi.
Sloan and Qayoumi both acknowledged
that San Francisco State University has had
a problem in the past with issuing master
keys to outside laborers.
Qayoumi blames budget cuts in custodial
services since 1980 for his decision to
release the temporary employees and install
an outside contractor which he projects will
save the university $80.000 each year. He
admits that contracted non-union custodians
would more than likely work for less than
their union counterparts.
The handling of toxic and bio-hazardous
material also concerns Sloan.
He said the university cannot deal directly
with contracting employees when it comes
to job hazards.
To inform an outside employee of a possible hazardous substance, for instance, the
university would have to go through several

a

By Lori Sinsley
Daily Null wilier

Anna Marie Pemidios Daily

Stet photographer

demonstration outside of Tower Hall. The picketers
1Lula Simmons, a CSEA staff representative. leads pickprotested the possible tiring of part-time employees.
eting custodians during an early Monday morning
-basically it’s an issue of economy." said
Istodiar!
different channels within the contracted blames a policy th.ii I
company before it actually reaches the from working during evening nows because Qayoumi. although he admits no compreit costs the university 33 -cents -per -hour hensive study has been made to determine
employee,
whether efficiency and actual costs would
Qayoumi reassures that the new custodians more for every employee.
"They’re basically cutting their efficiency improve if custodians were scheduled to
would go through orientation sessions and
would be under constant supervision. This, in half." because custodian duties overlap later hours.
There is also no guarantee that there would
however, does not include training in a with the university’s busiest hours, said
he more custodians working after releasing
Sloan.
classroom environment.
Many complaints, said Qayoumi, stem from the temporaries and contracting outside
Sloan is skeptical that hiring an outside
contractor will help solve the ever-mounting a curtailed custodian staff and lack of ade- labor.
"The specification will he performance."
faculty coniplavit, i it messy LI.e.vrooms. lie (mate -special repairs" funds

Lack of Job Corps progress, landlord says
It, ltican Gold
tiler

Efforts to move the San Jose Job Corps Iron] its current
operating facilities continue with "no progress." said one of
Job Corps’ landlords.
"I can’t believe it. There is no progress. I want to find out
what the heck is going on," said Barry Swenson, who owns
two of the five houses on South 11th Street that Job Corps
uses as residences.
Swenson, an alumnus of Delta Upsilon, bought the houses
in 1988. At that time, he had a "gentlemen’s understanding"
that the Job Corps program would move its facilities to East
San Jose once construction of a new building was completed.
"As long as they started the process of moving out. I would
give them time to do so." Swenson said Wednesday. referring to the agreement of two years ago.
Construction for the new building has not begun and
according io Richard Martinez, community relations officer
of the Job Corps, plans are to move in the next five years.
However. Swenson, who owns a construction company,
said that. "if it is a red hot construction, they should he able
to get the job done in six months or a year.
"Beides. tale federal viivernmenti doesn’t need a hmliline

code so the time period should be even shorter, they don’t
have to get local building permits. They just have to meet
the code. Sometimes they do out of courtesy. But they
don’t have to." Swenson added,
In addition. Swenson’s leases with the Job Corps expire in
1992. Swenson would like them to vacate the premises earlier.
"Hopefully. they will move by the end of the year or by
next summer. Now, if they say they will be out in five
years. that means 10. That is what’s scary."
He added that he would take the Job Corps to court if necessary. Although. "I haven’t pressed for litigation because
they promised they would move out. I do know that we will
come to fisticuffs in two years because we will be threatened with condemnation.
"It seems that the federal government can do whatever it
wants. Every time we go to kick the Job Corps out, the federal government steps in and blocks us off."
Janet Kerby. program manager for the Department of Labor
Job Corps, stated from her office in San Francisco. "I can’t
speak of the construction." She added that the housing contracts are with federal officials in Washington D.C., who
could not be reached for comment.

Said Swenson. -Once they do get the Job t_orps out. SJSU
will be a better campus. Besides. we have a lot of great
ideas for the property."
One idea is to restore Greek row.
Nada Houston. SJSU coordinator of Greek Affairs, said
that in addition to Delta Upsilon, a number of fraternities
and somnties have expressed interest in the houses.
However, she added. "all these things --- fraternity or
sorority houses or student housing - are contingent on Job
Corps moving out. And we have been trying to move them
out for 10 years."
According to Dan Bird. President of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity, his chapter will move into a third Job Corps
house that is owned by fraternity alumni when the Job Corps
lease expires in 1993.
Bird said this will he the last house that Job Corps moves
out of because we have the big kitchen that feeds everybody. Everyone front the use houses goes to that house to
eat."
The house is located next door to the Kappa Sigma chapter
house that was condemned after last year’s Oct. 17 earthquake.
See HOUSES, page

SJSU’s School of Education recently
received $25.000 from U.S. English. a
Washington. D.C.-based lobbying group,
but because of the controversial nature of
the donor, the money may not be kept.
U.S. English provided the funds, no strings
attached, to help SJSU establish an institute
for educational research. However, now that
the $25.000 has arrived, the integrity of its
source is being questioned.
In the past. U.S. English has donated
money to further its cause, promoting and
defending the English language as the only
language in America.
At the School of Education. Dean Dolores
Escobar said Monday that her final decision
whether to accept the donation will be made
"after reviewing all aspects and consequences of accepting the money."
Escobar had just concluded a meeting with
department instructors opposed to accepting
the donation. She acknowledged that "my
views are not their views."
"The U.S. English message is simple: our
common language is threatened by ’the
mindless drift toward a bilingual society.
wrote James Crawford in his 1989 book on
bilingual education.
According to its own description given in
the Encyclopedia of American Associations,
members "believe national unity requires a
common language that is eroding through
government -funded bilingual education...."
SJSU offers bilingual education, and this
apparent contradiction is what some faculty
members are uncomfortable with.
"Our philosophy supports multi-lingual and
multi -cultural pluralism." said Escobar. "It
is ingrained in our coursework objectives."
"I feel U.S. English directly opposes what
we are trying to do," said Alexander
Sapiens, a professor in the Hispanic
Bilingual Education Program.
"California was originally set up as a dual language state in 1850. recognizing both
Spanish and English... A lot of people don’t
know this," Sapiens said.
Sapiens criticized the group for putting
political goals in front of educational ones.
Other critics have called U.S. English
"xenophobic. anti -Hispanic. racist and
repressive" in its battle to extinguish bilingualism.
U.S. English Chairman of the Board
Stanley Diamond said his organization has
received an unfavorable reputation.
"Some of the stuff you’ve been hearing is
just lies." said Diamond. "It’s unconscionable what people have said."
Diamond reiterated his belief that other
languages. heritages and cultures should be
maintained, protected and preserved but it is
"not the public’s responsibility to do so."
Whatever its educational ambitions may
be. Escobar found four goals of U.S.
English which she can endorse: securing
assistance for students to help them join the
mainstream classroom in preparation for
higher learning and advanced jobs; encour
See DONATION, page 8

Two campus elevators stuck; Unenforced bike ban only a memory?
students trapped for two hours
By Megan Hodge%
SpeoallotheMils

By Lorl SInsely
Daffy Staff Waif

Duncan Hall: SJSU ’s s tciIt.
located at Filth and San Carlos streets was
plagued with sticky elevators Tuesday afternoon.
In the first incident, 18 people were
trapped in the elevator closest to the
Nuclear Science division for nearly two
hours, said Richard A. Staley. spokesman
for University Police Department.
Staley said that a call for help went out at
approximately 1:30 p.m. The San Jose Fire
Department and paramedics responded after
people inside the elevator "complained of
feeling uncomfortable due to the closeness
of quarters," Staley said.

t
as injured or transported to medi
cal facilities.
Howard Ofegueda of the Dover Elevator
Company restored the elevator to normal
operations later in the afternoon.
Peggy Carey. a SJSU student who attends
psychology classes in Duncan !tall was
there when the incident took place.
"I saw all the paramedics and people
standing around," Carey said. "There were
probably 25 people just watching to see
what would happen, eight to 10 of which
were official -looking people."
"No one knew what was going on besides
them and when I finally figured it out I took
the stairs." Carey added.
See ELEVATOR, page 8

The recently enacted bicycle
policy hasn’t been strictly
enforced and few, if any, citations were issued for violations
during the summer session,
according to UPD officials..
The policy, despite much
protest from students and faculty, prohibits bicycle riding anywhere on campus between the
hours of 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.,
Monday
through
Friday.
Skateboards, roller skates and
other similar devices are
restncted at all times.
Although officially in effect.
the policy has received little use

and few citations were issued by
Police
University
the
Department. said Richard A.
Staley. UPD spokesman.
Staley said that fewer people
on campus during the summer
accounted for fewer citations
being issued.
UN) Cadet Mark Doyle said.
"As tar as I know." only one
ticket was issued late in the
spring semester. According to
Doyle. no citations were issued
during the summer at all.
Staley referred to this summer’s lack of action towards
cyclists and skaters as an
"appropriate warning period"
for the coming year. He expects

student to understand the
necessity for the restrictions
during the fall and spring
semesters.
With .30,000 students on campus. danger to pedestrians and
cyclists is imminent in the
crowded walkways, Staley said.
Presidential directive 90-01 on
the subject of bicycle safety.
issued on February IS. 1990,
states that the policy will not go
into effect until "appropriate
signs are posted and sufficient
bicycle racks are provided.’"
Signs defining the areas
restricted to the bicycle and
skate board riding have already
been posted at all major

entrances to the campus. New
bicycle racks have not been purchased as of yet.
The situation will be reviewed
as the year progresses, said
Staley. and if the need arises for
more racks, then additional
rooks will he purchased.
Staley also said the bicycle
racks that were placed in storage
during the construction of the
Seventh Street plaza will be
brought back out.

Editor’s note
lit)’ Spat’ in Daily wit not
publish Thursday. The next
publication day will he Friday.
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Settle the sports turmoil
Last spring semester was not a stellar
one for San Jose State.
The teaching corp was rocked by several
scandals, as was the administration.
Charges of plagiarism were filed against
one instructor and another was convicted
of tax evasion. President Fullerton was
criticized for a Chancellor-assigned salary
increase. There were accusations,
indictments and closed door meetings. To
close the year with a bang, a popular
the football team’s Claude
coach
was fired and Athletic Director
Gilbert
Randy Hoffman left for Idaho State.
SJSU was in the news, none of it good.
But time has a way of dulling all things.
Most have forgotten the scandals, a new
coach was hired and the general outlook

ui

Sts tia

is improving.
Except for the athletic director.
The sports department was left in turmoil
after the controversy. But that was last
spring. The past must be put behind us if
we ever hope to attain the dominant
athletic position that San Jose State has
flirted briefly with in the past, but has
never sustained. Witness "The Miracle of
’86" when the football team won the
California Bowl , the late 60’s-early 70’s
track program, or the late 70’s soccer
team amongst others.
The first move is the administration’s.
Ly ire an athletic director and end the
speculation. Give the sports
department and the school as a whole an
anchor to hold on to.
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Editor’s Forum Mark Smith

A devastating loss to music
Stevie Ray Vaughan is dead.
He left this world too soon, just as the mentor
to modem
Jimi Hendrix did.
Both died tragically, but by different causes.
Hendrix died of a drug overdose, but Vaughan
perished in a helicopter accident Monday.
Vaughan kept the spirit of Hendrix and blues
guitar alive by his gritty, down-to-earth style. He
always gave of himself totally in concert
showing that he really loved what he was doing.
There wasn’t the usual distance between fan and
rock star. The audience felt that Stevie was
playing for each and every one of them, not only
for himself.
Whether Vaughan played in a small bar in
Texas. or a 20,000 seat arena, he gave all that he
had. I think if Stevie Ray played on a street
corner, he would give the same effort.
Only 35 years old and experiencing a personal
and professional renaissance, this makes Stevie
Ray Vaughan’s death even more devastating.
Kicking both drugs and alcohol, Vaughan was
living up to the promise that his first platinum
record "Couldn’t Stand the Weather", recorded in
1984, demonstrated. If Vaughan had not kicked
his drug habit, he would have eventually ended
up lik. his hero Hendrix.

Editor’s Forum Adam

One of the high point of Vaughan’s show was
his Hendrix set, with his own rendition of the
classic Voodoo Chile (A Slight Return...) and
ending with the wizardry that was Hendrix in
Third Stone from the Sun. Guitar at its best.
Through the years he had attained the respect of
such rock and blues artists as B.B. King, Eric
Clapton and new star Robert Cray. Vaughan even
played on David Bowie’s "Let’s Dance" album.
Vaughan declined to tour with Bowie because
Bowie was only paying him scale, which he felt
was an insult.
It has been a busy eighteen months for Vaughan
playing with such guitar greats as Jeff Beck, Eric
Clapton and B.B. King.
Traveling with Clapton’s entourage, Vaughan
took an extra seat traveling from a gig in
Wisconsin to a show in Chicago.
The helicopter hit a mountain. Eric Clapton and
Robert Cray, who were on tour with Vaughn,
took different flights.
The memory and legend of Stevie Ray Vaughn
will live forever through his music, but the rock
and blues world and anyone who loves great
music lost a true, genuine performer.
Mark Smith is the Agate Editor of the Spartan
Daily.

Steinhauer

Making a hero’s choice
The kickboxing champion once worked as
bouncer but was fired.
His employer was concerned about "liability"
(that his bouncer would eventually maim or kill
someone).
His sparring partner had been a World Games
kickboxing champion until the professional
champion broke three of his vertebrae. The
sparring partner now refuses to get in the ring
with him.
"When I get in the ring, I want to inflict as
much pain as possible," the kickboxer told me.
"I respect my opponent for getting in the ring
with me but after that all I want to do is show
him that he made a mistake."
"But out of the ring. I’m the nicest guy in the
world."
The kickboxer has been studying the martial
arts since he was four years old.
He said that he is inspired by martial arts
movies such as Kickboxer I and II and
Bloodspon. Chuck Norris and Bruce Lee are his
heroes.
The day I went to interview the kickboxer, a
young boy was present at the gym. He tagged
around after the kickboxer all day and, during
our interview, asked the kickboxer for his
autograph.
"We’ve known (him) since he was he was four
years old," the promoter said.
"Even then he wanted to be a fighter," the
promoter’s wife told me. "He was always
playing like he was a Ninja and things like
that."
The promoter laughed. "His father and I used
to drag him out of bed and beat him up."
I hesitated and then politely, I laughed along.
"Seriously?" I asked.
"Oh yeah!" the promoter said. "It worked too.
He’s tough now. It would take six of us to drag
him out of bed now. And we still might have
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Letters to the Editor

Lives versus the economy?
Acting alone? That’s the biggest
condemnation the Spartan Daily can
give to the Middle East crisis
(America in the Gulf, Aug. 27).
Come on (Spartan Daily), you went
as far as to support George Bush’s
actions. And you seem to think
going to war over oil is justifiable.

Please don’t tell me that a college
newspaper is now taking sides with
a former director of the CIA. Wake
up people! The only interest George
Bush is protecting i&his own and big
business . We haven’t heard much
about Neil Bush since this crisis
have we? George Bush is willing to

trade lives, our lives, for economic
prosperity - is the price worth it.?
Andrew Finkelman
Senior
Journalism

But had that hero not
been a kickboxer, what
would he have become?
Would he do the same
things out of the ring?
trouble beating him up."
"And you know," the promoter’s wife said,
"the thing about (the kickboxer) is that out of
the ring he is so nice and so humble.
You would never guess that he did anything
like this. "He’s always been that way," she said.
The kickboxer walked over to where we were.
"Hey," the promoter said. "Tell Adam about
how we used to drag you out of bed and beat
you up."
"Oh yeah," the kickboxer laughed. "And that
was the least of it. They used to chase me
around the house too."
After he retires from kickboxing, he plans to
become an action movie actor like Chuck
Norris or Bruce Lee.
As he told me this, the boy punched at a heavy
punching bag in a corner of the gym.
And the kickboxer told me of his plans for the
more distant future: To operate a counseling
center/martial arts training center for troubled
youth.
The boy at the gym could have found a better
hero.
But had that hero not been a kickboxer, what
would he have become? Would he do the same
things out of the ring?
And were it not for Chuck Norris movies and
kickboxing what would the boy in the gym
aspire Lobe?
Adam Steinhauer is the Managing Editor /
Editorial of the Spartan Daily.
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A.S. chief prepares for
possible military duty
By 1Iastair Goldlishvi
sissse ... the Dull)
An orderly transfer of power is set
for the Associated Students if
President Arnez Washington. a 7 year Air Force Reservist, is called to
active duty.
"I don’t wholeheartedly desire logo
to the Middle East since if I had to
choose between war and peace. I’d
much rather have peace." said
Washington, who took office in May.
But it’s likely I will not be here
throughout the entire term and I
want to make sure things run
smoothly."
It was decided in an executive session Thursday that A.S. Vice
President Kristi Nowak would take
over as president if Washington is

called to duty.
"I’m sure it would be a smooth
transition if it actually came up."
said A.S. adviser Jim Cellini. "Kristi
and Amez will need to consult on a
few of the matters, but executive
officers have often shared duties."
It is not a given that the A.S. president will be called up. but many of
Washington’s fellow reservists from
Travis Air Force Base have already
received notice to report for duty.
Washington said he is unsure
whether his position as a pharmaceutical technician means he would be
called directly to the crisis in the
Persian Gulf or whether he would
till in at military bases for personnel
sent overseas.
Washington said he also spoke to

Funds will reduce class sizes
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Gov. George Deukmejian’s proposal to start reducing the average size of California’s public
school classes targets the funds
for the first -through -third and
10th -through- 12th grades.
The plan unveiled Thursday
by the Republik a governor was
cautiously praised by state
schools chief Bill Honig as "a
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Amidst the busy prep:mum. t
upcoming rush week. SJSU InterFraternity Council members have a
new item to add to their agenda:
electing a new secretary.
Council secretary Tony Mercado
notified president Colin Clover at
their Monday’s meeting that academic obligations made his resignation necessary.
"I’m simply resigning because of
class (scheduling) conflicts." said
Mercado.
Clover, who seemed surprised hut
unconcerned, agreed that "school
takes precedence."
An IFC leadership change early in
the semester isn’t unusual, said
Greek system advisor Nada
Houston. She said the change should
not produce any negatie effect and
that a new secretary would probably
he elected within two weeks.
Mercado, a member of Kappa
Sigma has served as Council secre
mornic
it.?
tebnan
Senior
nalism

’I’m resigning because
of class conflicts.’
Tony Mercado
wry since Spring 1990. He said
originally he had taken the position
with the goal of improving relations
the Council and other groups on
campus.
"I wanted to make the connection
between the two." said Mercado. "It
was my first priority --better lines of

RING
SALE

Arnez Washington
A.S. President
SJSU President Gail Fullerton yyhu.
told him being called for active duty
doesn’t jeopardize a student’s academic

THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: On -campus interview orier,!..itior
10 30 am and 2 30 pm SU Costanoan
Room call 924-6030
GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Welcome back party. 4 30-6 30 pm
S U Costanoan Room call 236-2002
MAO (Mu Alpha Cannel ASSOCIATION:
First meeting magazine journalism students
Club 5 p m Wahlguist library North Room
131 call 253-0589
SJSU CONCERT CHOIR: Fall semester auditions for male voice parts only. Music
ap
Building Room 262 call 924-4332
pointment
READING LAB: Free reading tests for
SJSU students sign up for tests outside
Sweeney Hall Room 231 call 924-3697
FRIDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: On campus interview orientation
7030 am SU Umunhum Room call 924
6030
SJSU CONCERT CHOIR: Fall semester au
ditions for male voice parts only MUSI(
Building Room 262 call 924-4332 In, at,
pointment
READING LAB: Free reading tests
SJSU students sign up for tests outside
Sweeney Hall Room 237 call 924 3697
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It’s true. We’ve made the IBM Personal System/2s
easy to own as it is to use. And our special student
price proves it. Plus, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning
makes owning one even easier.
The PS/2’ mimes preloaded with easy-to -use software including Microsoft Windows’ 3.0.Iust turn on
the PS/2 to tackle your papers, lab reports, graphics
and charts.
Also available are special prices on IBM printers.
Hewlett-Packard printers.
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See

And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you’ll
re,eive a TIM Certificate entitling you to a roundtrip tieket for $1145*/$249.** Plus a free
rStudent Discount Card application. You’ll also get a great low price
on the PRODIGY’ service.
Check out the IBM PS/’With our
min
student price, you’ll be able to keep a
/
hand on your budget and a hold on
your pocket.

num Get.....).

the IBM PS/2 on display at the Spartan Bookstore.

Or call 408-452-4931 ext. 1102 to schedule a personal demonstration with one of your
Collegiate Representatives. Be sure to ask them how IBM’s Loan for Learning program
can help you finance your PS/2 at affordable interest rates.
Eligible San Jose State faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s specially
discounted educational prices.

Order your college ring NOW.
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Dale Aug 27 - Aug 31
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: On-campus interview orientation
11 30 a m 1 30 p m and 3 30 p m Stu
dent Union Costanoan Room call 924-6030
SJSU CONCERT CHOIR: Fall semester au
ditions for male voice parts only. Music
Building Room 262 call 924-4332 for ap
pointment
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Kickoff
meeting. 1 30 pm.SU Associated Student
chambers call 248-7838
READING LAB: Free reading tests for
SJSU students, sign up for tests outside
Sweeney Hall Room 231 call 924-3697
SJSU FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB:
Weekly club meeting 6 pro S U Costanoan Room call 924-7097

We heard you loud and clear.

communication."
Other goals Mercado aspired to
included seeing that the Greek system "gets bigger and better."
Towards that goal Mercado says of
the present Council leadership:
"these people can do it."
Mercado said he plans to remain an
active member in his fraternity as
well as other IFC-sponsored activities. The SJSU Inter -Fraternity.
Council oversees 13 national fraternities.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)
The deadline for entries is 10 a m
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event. Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
No phone-in items will be accepted

their personal attacks and said
they were confident that their
impasse over school funds will
be resolved before the schools
reopen next month.
Deukmejians classroom size
reduction plan is a followup to
his veto of education funds from
the S55 billion state budget
which he signed last month.

You asked for a computer
price that wouldn’t turn
your pockets inside out.

I.F.C. s Mercado resigns
Oril..tuff writer

good sign, a good framework. despite what Honig described as
a few disruptive or counter-productive provisions of Deukniejian’s plan.
Both Deukmejian and Honig,
who have been having a personal and philosophical feud.
exchanged a few sharp verbal
darts in separate news conferences But both toned down

Deposit Required: $20.00
rr

r
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Time: 10AM - 4PM
Place: Spartan Bookstore
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Now business majors can easily handle
today’s tough business problems.
Texas Instruments financial (al, ulators are designed to match today’s
business needs. Whether you’re taking beginning accounting or advanced
economics, you can count on
a TI calculator to
have the

1191,
5, ,

right functions and features to speed
you through assignments and exams.
Get a BA-35. It’s TI’s most affordable tool for time-value-of-money
calculations. You can solve a wide
variety of finance, accounting, and
one-variable statistics problems
because it’s preprogrammed with
powerful functions. And that
makes it very easy to use.
But, if your plans include pursuing the most advanced
business courses, then the
TI Financial Investment
Analyst- is your best choice.
It’s a business major’s
dream machine: the first and
only calculator with a multiline display that lets you see all
the problem-solving variables at
once. You can check your work,
make corrections or compare "whatifs" without reentering the entire problem. And, what’s more, the HA
easily handles time-value-of-money,
cash flows, IRR, and NPV.
Why not make it your business
to try one today at your nearest TI
calculator dealer.

TEXAS AP
INSTRUMENTS
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Topical rappers wow Shoreline crowd

Free music attracts fans
to concerts in downtown
By Susanna Cesar
Daily stall writer

Everyone will show up for a
free concert.
That’s what the San Jose
Downtown Association had in
mind when it planned it’s summer "Music in the Park" series.
The purpose of the free
Thursday early-evening concerts at Plaza park (Market and
First streets) is to keep workers
downtown and to lure people to
the area, said Maribeth Hayes,
promotions coordinator for the
jr Jose Downtown Association, a non-profit organization
which promotes downtown
businesses.
"We want to show that
downtown is a safe and fun
place to be," Hayes said.
The concerts debuted last
summer as a lunch-time series,
but the association switched
them to the late-afternoon this
year to attract an after-work
crowd, since noon is already a
busy time for downtown San
Jose.
"We want to show off the
downtown." siad Hayes. "It’s
a happening place."
And lots of things have been
happening in Plaza Park. Along
with a line-up of local and national name-grabbing groups

Public Enemy: Do believe the hype

such as the Cool Jerks, California Cowboys, Spang-a-Lang,
Kitty Margolis, Inka Inka and
Timbuk3, happy hour refreshments have been on sale to
quench the thirst and subdue
hunger pangs of enthusiastic
concert fans.
A grant from the city of San
Jose, monetary support from various downtown businesses, and
revenue from the food sales
have all helped pay for the free
concerts.
The eight-concert series,
which began July 19 with the
music of the Cool Jerks, was
planned carefully by the Downtown Association, and presented by Metro entertainment
magazine. "Every concert was
geared towards a different audience," Hayes said. "And just
about every musical taste was
considered--from oldies to modern rock and motown, reggae
and Latin jazz and salsa."
The series is soon coming to
an end, but there are still two
concerts left. The motown
music of Jack Mack & the Heart
Attacks will take the stage on
Aug. 30, and the Pete Escovedo
Orchestra will play Latin jazz
and salsa on Sept. 6. All concerts are from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
See MUSIC, page 7

By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
Shoreline Amphitheater was
taken over by Public Enemy and
thousands of their fans Friday
night.
The show was part of the "Sizzlin’ Summer Tour ’90" and part
of the famous "Stop the Violence" movement in hip-hop. The
performers talked about politics,
education, pride and other forms of
positivity, an aspect usually overlooked in rap music, both by society and the media.
And wouldn’t you know, one
little incident at Friday’s concert
made the media overlook it once
again.
At about 10:30 p.m., 40 apparent San Francisco gang-bangers
rushed the gate and rioted with police to enter the concert for free.
This event was so small that no one
in the theater even knew it happened. I heard about it on the news
the next day. No arrests were
made, and it didn’t detract from
the show at all. It was just a bunch
of teenagers who wanted to see a
free show.
And speaking of the show, boy
was it great. There were six acts
who performed before the headliners Public Enemy. I wasn’t sure

gave a true hip-hop performane.
dancing, dope grooves and amusement.
The last act before P.E. was
Digital Underground, another Bay
Area product. I really enjoyed their
who was going to be there until
they took the stage because the
lineup changed more in the past
month than than the Giant’s pitching staff did. But the final outcome
proved to be an entertaining night.
Queen Latifah, who stands
miles above all other female rappers, kicked things off. She was
followed by a short three song performance by the Bay Area’s own
Paris, who was very disappointing.
He uninspiredly walked back and
forth across the stage for 10 minutes.
Up next stepped the stars of the
hit movie "House Party," Kid-N’ Play. I admit I’m not their biggest
fan, but they did put on an energetic show. Their superb dance
routines and comical act really got
the crowd going.
After a good rest from the filler
act, The Afros, the crowd got
down once again when Big Daddy
Kane came on. The smooth operator caressed the women with
his’ loving/masculine" style. He

SJSU’S AWARD WINNING

lit’41041-f*ehtpw
Is holding AUDITIONS for qualified musicans who have
good reading skills, and can improvise in the Jazz Idiom.

AUDITION SCHEDULE
Rhythm Section Players:

(Keyboards, Bass Drums, Latin Percussion)
Wednesday. Aug. 29. 1:30-3:30 pm

Saxes, Trumpets, Trombones:
Friday. Aug. 31. 1:30-3:30 pm
Concert Hall (Music Room 176)

Perform in Jazz Concerts & Festivals and earn 1.0 Unit Credo
This ensemble performs various modem jazz styles with an
emphasis lin LatinJa7z Fusion
For more info. Call Dan Sahanosich 924-45811

Slats While-You -Wait
Student Discount

performance. "Party" is the most
appropriate word to describe their
act. They threw buckets of popcorn and squirted party poppers
into the audience and played a little
game of "name that rapper."
It was now the moment of truth.
The political hard rhymers from
Strong Island were in the house.
P.E. ’s show started with flashing lights and smoke as the S I W’s
(Security of the 1st World) rose to
the stage from the ground wearing
white officer uniforms. They demonswated military and martial art
moves to the beat of the music.
The S 1 W’s, now headed by
Brother James, were a little out of
sync since their chief choreographer and Minister of Information,
Professor Griff, is working on a
solo career.

After 25 minutes of hard core
rhymes, it was time for an education. Chuck talked about the stupidity of the government declaring
the 2 Live Crew obscene, when it
should be worrying about joblessness, homelessness. AIDS and
education. P.E. also said the media
hated them because they bring
black and white people together
under one roof to have a good
time. They said the media wants us
seperated.

P.E. went on to talk about their
main goals: black pride, wiping
out racism and bringing all races
together. Because according to
P.E., we are all brothers and sisters.
Flavor Flay was as hyper as
ever, jumping around like a maniac. Chuck wasn’t too shabby either. His loud, uncompromising
vocals set forth one hell of a performance for well over an hour.
My official review of the show:
it was slammin’. It was one of the
most exciting five hours I’ve had.
My only disappointment came
Then, when the introduction when they ran out of the P.E. Twas over, Barn! Chuck D. Flavor shirt I wanted.
Flay and Terminator X hit the
stage and performed "Welcome to
<Ws t
the Tenordome."
-s
/ se

- --

Welcome Back Special!

FREE SODA
with purchase of hot dog
or link
Ask us about our catering
services.

The Logical link
Located on:
San Fernando Street
(next to 10th St. Garage)

RR.

MAMBO
GIVES TWO
THUMBS UPI

’

NO
COVER
FREE
PARKING

SAND V011111.1114 BASH ETB 111
reee SPECIALS NO C.E.M.P’S
1:11(0 111’ DRINK SPECIALS
ill’EN LS. -SAT.

10 S. ’11111i1) sTREET
286-2626

THE ROOF
’SUP
The Spartan Women’s
Volleyball team makes their
historical debut in the Event
Center at San Jose State this
fall. The future’s so bright
for the Spartans who are
coming off their eighth
straight NCAA tournament
appearance. Catch all the
home games by purchasing
your tickets at the Event
Center Box Office (7th & San
Carlos) or call 924-FANS.

Night Football returns to Spartan
Stadium this fall. It all begins this
Saturday, September 1 when National
Power, Louisville comes to town. The
first 5,000 fans will receive a
Gatorade Squeeze Bottle. Game
time is 6:00 p.m. Terry Shea makes
his coaching debut for the Spartans.
Senior tailback Sheldon Canley
returns after finishing second in the
nation, in all purpose yards for 1989.
Get your tickets at the Event Center
at San Jose State (7th & San Carlos).
Call 924-FANS for more information.
Senior Tailback, Sheldon Canley
Photo by Ron Fried

SEASON TICKETS
$30.00
Adults
SJSU Students
(with I.D.)
$15.00

HOME SCHEDULE
Sep.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

1
13
20
3
17

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Louisville
Long Beach State
Utah State
Cal State Fullerton
Fresno State

SEASON TICKETS
SJSU Student (with I.D.)
SJSU Faculty/Staff (with I.D.)

$20.00
$40.00

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS
$5.00
SJSU Students (with I.D.)
$8.50
I.D.)
(with
Faculty/Staff
SJSU

INDIVIDUAL GAMES
Adults
SJSU Students
(with I.D.)

,ri
Gatoradi)
THIRST OURNICHIR

i

N

V

’ Free Squeeze
Bottle to let 5,000
fans.

1st Game
vs.
Alumni
Just $ 1
Sep. 5, 7:30 p.m.

$ 4.00
$ 2.00

Dawn’s Wilson (left) and Heather McPherson
(right) put up the "root". Photo by Mark Studyvin

HOME SCHEDULE
Sep. 5
Sep. 15
Sep. 21
Sep. 22
Sep. 25
Sep. 28
Sep. 29
Oct. 2
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
Oct. 23
Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Nov. 11
Nov. 15

vs.
vs.
vs.
VB.
VB.
VS.
VB.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
VB.

vs.
VB.
VB.

Alumni
Texas Arlington
U.S.F.
Fresno State
UC Santa Barbara
Utah State
Utah State
Santa Clara
Long Beach State
UC Irvine
Pacific
Cal Poly SW
New Mexico State
Oklahoma @11:00 a.m.
Cal State Fullerton

All games played at 7:30 p.m. unless otherwise
noted. Game dates and times subject to change.
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’Ordinary Joe’s’ find home at Mambo’s
By Christine De Craw
Daily staff writer
The three women stopped after
walking through the door, whispered among themselves then ventured further.
It was obvious they were Out of
their environment as they compared the predominant casual dress
of shorts and T-shirts to their own
barely-there, skin-tight attire. A
few minutes later they were gone.
Welcome to Mambo’s.
As far as the owners, Brent Welburn, Paul La Bossiere and John
Placq. are concerned, their leaving
is just fine with them. "This isn’t a
meat-market type atmosphere,"
said La Bossiere. "We don’t let
Paradise Beach types in here, all
they’re there for is to get laid."
The trio of "ordinary Joes"has
gone so far as to put their thoughts
in writing, as can be seen on a wall
opposite the back bar. The rules
are as follows:
I. No beepers.
2. No portable phones.
3. No ties/acid wash.
4. No pumps.
5. Fle yourself (no one else
will).
SJSU graduates Welbum and La
Bossiere want their bar and grill to
appeal to SJSU students. "It’s casual, fun and inexpensive," said La
Bossiere. "We are trying to give
SJSU its own place."
Customers agree. "The atmosphere is right," said advertising
major Jon Forrester, an occasional
customer. "But if people partied
as hard here as Mike Powers (an
SJSU outside linebacker) plays.
I’d be here every night.’ ’
West Valley Community College student Tiffany Lowles first
discovered Mambo’s after being
"dragged along by some friends.’

who were SJSU students.
"It’s a very relaxed, comfortable, party-like atmosphere,"
Lowles said.
The new club, which opened in
June, was designed with SJSU students in mind. According to Welburn, Mambo’s is close enough to
campus for students to walk or ride
a bike, has lots of free parking and
offers low priced drinks and food.
"The majority of our business
comes from walking," said Welburn. "That’s nice because there’s
less drinking and driving."
They have begun to promote
themselves on campus by sponsoring sorority activities, such as the
Alpha Phi Teeter-Totter event and
the Order of Omega’s Ooze Ball,a
mud-volleyball game.
They also want to offer a shuttle
service to and from Mambo’s for
the sororities and fraternities
around campus and have a party
bus to take customers to and from
sporting events.
One of the more unusual features of the club is that all of the
work, except for the electrical
work, was done by the owners and
their friends.
"That’s why we were able to get
into the business." said La Bossiere. "We would pull the nails out
of the walls, bank them straight
and reuse them. The whole front
bar was built from a wall that was
torn down."
The final result was a club with
airy pink and green walls, tables
made out oh electrical cable spools
and plastiv chairs. Mambo’s also
features a sillall basketball court, a
sand volleyball court and new bigscreen TV to watch soaps during
the day and sports or movies at
night. A putting green will eventually be added
According to La Bossiere.
Mambo’s was designed to be
"rugby proof."
"We made everything so that a
rugby team could run around and
not do any damage," he said.
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
"We figured, if it’ll stand a rugby
The raunchy rap group 2 Live team, it’ll
stand anything."
Crew says $13.967.56 is all it
These features have prompted
owes for an unauthorized parody
of Roy Orhison’s "Oh. Pretty many to compare Mambo’s th
Papas & Beer in Rosarito. Mexico.
Woman."
"They are
mg to copy Papas
But attorneys for Acuff-Rose, & Beer. said .id ertising niaji)r
the nnisiv vompany that holds the
rights Iiihe 1%4 hit. told a federal
court they weren’t satisf led with
the otter.
1 he Nash% ilie publishing house,
an arm of Opryland USA. sued 2
Live Crew on June 19, claiming
If The Computer Lab
the rap song "Pretty Woman" on
is Full or Closed,
the group’s "As Clean As They
Wanna Be" album amounted to
For Dissertations,
copyright infringement.
Papers, Homework,
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Resumes, etc ...
Wiseman on Friday ordered the
money deposited into an interestFROM HOURLY TO
bearing :account until the lawsuit is
SEMESTER RATES
settled.
10% student discount
Members of the group were arrested on obscenity charges in June
Computers To Go
after pertairming songs from their
CALL
408/746-2945
album "As Nasty As They Wanna
Sunnyvale
539
S.
Murphy
!loth
wood.
Ha
Be in

Chris Baron. "1 guess thy are
doing as good a job as they can in
San Jose."
Welburn is quick to admit the
similarity. "Paul went down to
Rosarito, and we basically copied
"Whenever you go on vacation,
.
you always have a great time at the
bars there, and we wanted that
feeling." said La Bossiere.
Since mid-August, the club has
closed its doors at midnight and
prohibited dancing due to permit
problems. This drastically cut their
profits, forcing them to delay improvments, such as extending the
bathrooms..
"We have something to offer
the city, the students and ourselves
but the city is holding us back,"
said Welburn. "It’s the ’American
Dream.’it’s the best feeling in the
world when the place gets packed
and we are kicking back."
They plan to meet with city of
this week to resolve the problems.
Beginning Monday, August 27,
Mambo’s will be open from noon
to midnight. Monday through Saturday. It is open to all ages until 9
pm, serving primarily mexiean
food, and features bucket-of-beer,
ranging from 54-1.8. and bucketof-Long Island ice teas for SR until
9 p.m.
The club, located at 19 S. Third
Street, is also offering drink speAnn Nelson Daily staff photographer
cials this week. Absolut Blues,
Blue Hawaiians. Blue Margaritas Paul La Bossiere, left, and Brent Welburn, both SJSI: graduates recent!) opened Mambo’s on South Third
and Blue Whales are $1, and house Street. The bar and grill aims itself towards a casual ’be yourself erm4d.
draft beer for 50c until 9 p.m.
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With Security Pacific’s Student Bankmg
Package you can be a finance major in
rio time.
Here’s lesson number one: Apply for a
Visa or Mastercard along with a checking
.iccount and the rate on the card will
drop a whole percentage point. Well
rebate the first year’s membership fee
.ind make applying relatively painless.
Lesson two: You’ll have unlimited
ATM usaF with no service charge on
the checking account when you main-

tam at least a l(tJ.l)U balance?’ [his balance requirement drops down to $1(X) during the summer.
So you can keep stocked up on suntan oil without
having to close your account and re-open it when
it’s time for school.
And if you feel like getting a little extra credit
in communications, use the free phone we’re
throwing in to spice up that drab dorm room.
You’ll also be getting a surprise free gift that’ll
help you organize your finances.
So come open your checking account today. After
all, at Security Pacific all majors get A+ treatment.

11 SECURITY PACIFIC BANK
We want to be your bank for lifc:
195 Almaden Blvd. 998-75117
Tr& :m1 Am* by ’mum, lS,1, Havk N A
Member Fl* [MD %room P5, Nammal FY* *SvtunD IN., 1 I 1110M1
tinly Pa: tR: Ka* :A:r. veluk mrehm 1st
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Spartan defense ready
for upcoming season
It Paul Wheaton
!)ally staff writer
Dear Louisville Head Coach
Howard Schnellenberger:
ROV
Well, here’s the defensive
FS
scouting report you wanted on the
Anthony Washington #13
Hesh Colar #25
San Jose State University football
team.
RC
LC
I’ll start with the 1989 First Freddie Smith #4
Eddie Thomas #26
Team All -Big West Conference
monster of a linebacker you’ve
ILB
ILB
been seeing on the game films. LyEverett Lampkins #43
Chris Clarke #22
neil Mayo led the Spartans in sacks
last year with 16.5.
OLB
OLB
Louisville quarterback BrownMike Scialabba #46
Lyneil Mayo #62
ing Nagle. will probably get to
know Mayo personally because he
NG
LT
RT
was in on at least one sack every
Bob Bleisch #90
Simon Vaoiti #97
Mike Powers #57
game he played last year. Mayo
plays like a steamroller. Once he
Rob NedliRandy Robertson Da. k, Gpri,c
gets going, he is hard to stop and
he flattens quarterbacks with his
and (’uuiii I.ipsey are prepared to ners may not work as well as we
six-foot, 236 pound body.
Defensive Coordinator Donnie get hit v. hen running up the mid- hoped. After watching game film
from last year. this may have been
Rea told me on Monday that. dle.
The second returning outside the Spartan’s most glaring weak"(Mayo) has enough size, speed.
and strength to he a good pro pros- linebacker for the Spartans is Mike ness.
"The cornerbacks are improved
pect. He needs to he more consis- Scialabba. He may he the most
tent, but he is working hard at versatile athlete on the team. Able since last year." Rea said.
Freddie Smith and Eddie
to play fullback. rover. and linethat."
Everett Lampkins is the signal- backer. Scialabba uses his athletic Thomas will he the starting corners. Smith is a returning starter
ability to cover a lot of ground.
caller on defense.
Sounds like a tough defense? while Thomas was the nickel hack
"He is a great college football
player and a team leader." accord- Well, that is the linebackers, the of a year ago.
"We will need to crank up the
strength of the defense. But we had
ing to Rea.
It might be difficult to confuse better he wary of the secondary as pass rush to make it easier for coverage," said Rea.
well.
him with our pro passing game.
Bob Bleisch is the lone returning
he secondary is the most imLeading the Spartans in tackles
last year with 109. Lampkins used proved unit on the team." accord- starter on the defensive line.
Cranking up the pass rush is just
his quickness to catch ball carriers. ing to Rea.
The starting safety has started what Bleisch can do; he made 7.5
student
from
A
transfer
Bakersfield Junior College. he for the Spartans the last two years sacks last year.
Rounding out the defensive line
made an immediate impact for the at rover. Hesh Colar has been a
Spartans. Lampkins was a 1989 model of consistency for SJSU. starters are 1989 reserves Sinum
First-Team All -Big West per- "(Colas’) is a guy to look out for," Vaoifi and Mike Powers. Both are
capable of putting the pressure on
said Rea.
former as well.
I would suggest to Nagle to Nagle.
Chris Clarke is a player that
The Spartan defense is "based
you’ve seen only briefly on the please keep an eye on Colar. A
game films. He is a redshirt front player with that much experience on stopping the run." Rea said.
"Our strength is team speed. We
last year. Clarke plans to resume is apt to appear around the ball.
There is an intense battle going run real well. We need to cut down
the starting duties at inside linebacker that he earned before his on for the starting rover job be- on pass yardage."
On that note. I will let you pretween Doug Calcagno and Anhamstring injury in 1989.
pare for the game. I hope I have
"Clarke has done well in prac- thony Washington.
"Both have been working hard shed some light on the task before
tice softly." said Rea.
Running up the middle may be to earn the staffing spot." Rea you. Good luck!
tough with Clarke and Lampkins said.
All of those plays intended to Sincerely.
filling the holes. Be sure running
hacks I.atrell Ware, Pete Its nun, isolate our receivers on their o(r- Your SJSU Scout

590 Spartan defense

Anna Mane Flerned,c,

Daily staff W.

.rapher

New coach Terry Shea is looking for strong play from his defense this season.

Football field and team are ready
By Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

The main question facing Spartan football fans these days is
which will he ready first, the football team or the football field?
The field at Spartan Stadium
was used for a Supercross motorcycle exhibition this summer, and
has since been a mess. There
doesn’t appear to be large chunks
of grass popping up anymore. hut
the field could he in less-than-ideal
condition on Saturday.
More importantly, the football
team is also trying to rise from
shambles. Besides losing last season’s starting quarterback. Matt
Veatch to arm surgery. SJSU has
seen injuries slow the progress of
center Brian Woods and guard Anthony Gallegos.
With the coaching change from
Claude Gilbert to Terry Shea at the
end of spring practice. the new
coach had little time to see his
players. Also. since the team praclast spring
ticed during two du
before the NCAA allows, the team
forfeited two days of summer practice.
That means the Spartans will
have far less time for preparation
than in past seasons. Summer practice began August 13. and the sea-

son begins Saturvla . Last > car,
SJSU’s first game was not until
September 16.
The Spartans will be tested right
away. For the second consecutive
season. SJSU opens against a top
Division I opponent. Last year the
Spartans hung tough but lost to
Arizona State. and this year they
play Louisville first.
After Louisville, the Spartans
travel to Washington to take on the
Huskies. a team favored by many
to win the Pac-10 title.
However. many players seemed
unconcerned.
’Everyone on the team is capable of getting themselves ready."
SJSI linebacker Everett Lampkins
said. "There’s no question in my
mind that we can compete with any
Division I hallelub."
"We’ve got a little time to be
ready for thein." SJSU running
back Sheldon Canley said, "We’ll
be alright."
Shea said the offensive system is
similar to that used when he was an
assistant coach here during the
1984-86 seasons, so the players
shouldn’t need much time to adjust. Plus. quarterback Ralph Martini has vaulable game experience
front last season.
Canley said that once the first

t:rs will
ball is (.1, ked ii.
he up to the task.
"They’re going to come in hungry that firkti,game.’ (’anley said
of Louisville. "I want to turn the
offense loose, and the defense will
stop them.’’

RESERVE

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

CORPS

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
Full and Part Time Positions Available Now - flexible hours
THE PLACE

THE JOB

COMPUTER LITERACY
EtOOKSHOPa
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our customers’
interests

INFORMATION SPECIALIST.
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer
related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.
Starting Salary: $6.25/hour

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO APPLY
IF you have
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level ’crguage
excellent English skills

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I’m sure my
college degree and good grades kept me in the running.
But in the end it was the leadership and management
experience I got through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, self-discipline
and leadership. Those are things you just can’t learn from
a textbook.
I don’t know where I’d be right now if I hadn’t enrolled
in Army ROTC, but I do know one thing for sure I
wouldn’t be here.
Find out more. Contact CPT Mark Backer,
Room 309, MacQuarrie Hall, 924-2924.

THEN send resume to or apply in person at
COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
2590 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95131
520 Lawrence Expvry . Sunnyvale CA 94086
Hiring now for new Cupertino store, opening in early September.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

ee
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New coach has high hopes for young soccer team
By Bryan Cold
Daily stall writer

The SJSU men’s soccer team
will unveil a new look in the Spartan’s season opener at Chico State
Saturday afternoon.
Gary St. Clair takes over as the
team’s head coach, replacing Julius Menendez, who retired after
coaching the Spartans for 36 years.
His first opponent, Chico State,
is a "more physical" team according to St. Clair. He added that
Chico State "likes to run a lot and
plays a high pressure offense."
St. Clair is looking forward to
the challange. "Soccer is a big part
of my life and I believe San Jose

Football’s Top 25
Associated Press

The Top Twenty Five teams in
the Associated Press 1990 preseason college football poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
1989 record, total points based on
25 points for a first place vote
through one point for a 25th place
vote in the final 1989 season poll:

Timm
1. Miami,

Record

Fla. (24)
2. Notre Dame (22)
3. Auburn (3)
4. Flonda St. (6)
5. Colorado (4)
6. Michigan
7. Nebraska
8. Tennessee
9. Southern Cal
10. Clemson
11. Illinois
12. Alabama
13. Texas A&M
14. Arkansas
15. Virginia
16. Brigham Young
17. Ohio St.
18. Pittsburgh
19. UCLA
20. Washington
21. Penn St.
22. Oklahoma
23. Michigan St. (1)
24. Houston
25. West Virginia

11-1-0
12-1-0
113-2-0
10-2-0
11-1-0
10-2-0
10-2-0
11-1-0
9-2-1
10-2-0
10-2-0
10-2-0
8-4-0
10-2-0
10-3-0
10-3-0
8-4-0
8-3-1
3-7-1
8-4-0
8-3-1
7-4-0
8-4-0
9-2-0
8-3-1

P, /vs

1,431
1,406
1,311
1,268
1,258
1,116
1,019
982
977
919
900
728
719
629
575
557
502
459
404
394
362
311
288
195
119

1
2
6
3
4
7
11
5
8
12
10
9
20
13
18
22
24
17
23
5
16
14
21

Others receiving votes Arizona 114, Syracuse 97, Arizona St 72. Georgia 59,
Fresno St. 50, Florida 47. Hawaii 34,
Louisville 34, Georgia Tech 27, Texas 27,
Mississippi 21. Oregon 21, Washington
St. 15, South Carolina 13. Texas Tech 12.
LSU 10, Kentucky 9, Colorado St. 4, Duke
3. Purdue 1, Toledo 1.
Teams in italics are on the 1990 San
Jose State football schedule.

Miami on top
Associated Press

Notre Dante still can’t catch
Miami.
The Hurricanes, who edged the
Fighting Irish for the No. 1 ranking
in college football last season, did
it again in The Associated Press’
1990 preseason poll.
Miami topped Notre Dame by
25 points in voting by a nationwide
panel of 60 sports writers and
broadcasters.
"It’s nice to be recognized, but
it also puts a burden on you."
Miami coach Dennis Erickson
said. "When you’re No. I. everybody wants to play their best
aeainst you."
Miami and Notre Dame both
lost one game last season, but the
Hurricanes finished No. I because
they beat the Irish 27-10

State has the potential to be the finest team in the United States, as it
once was," he said.
St. Clair should know. He
played goalkeeper for SJSU from
1970-1973 and was a member of
the 1976 U.S. Olymmpic team that
was coached by Menendez.
He has also played professionally in the North American Soccer
League, where he played against
Pele. For the past seven years, he
has been the head coach at West
Valley Community College in Saratoga.
St. Clair is hopeful that his success in soccer will carry over to the
team. He said, however, that this

Music:

success will not conic easily.
This is where phase two of the
new look begins. Of the 26 players
on the 1990 squad, 14 are freshmen and five are sophomores. In
addition, St Clair inherits two junior college transfer players.
"The direction we are taking is
not surprising," St. Clair said. "I
believe that we have laid a foundation to return San Jose State to a
winning level. We had a phenomenal recruiting year."
All of the recruited players are
from California and most are from
the local area. "Far too often,
players drive by San Jose State on
the way to Fresno State, San Diego
State or Santa Clara University,"

Despite the tough road lacing
He added that because the team
has only been together for two the team. St. Clair is optimistic.
weeks, not all of the starting posi"I hope to leave my players
tions have been decided.
with a sense of winning and a
For now, however, this is the sense of pride." he said.
starting lineup that will face Chico
State: Kevin Raak, goalkeeper; Joe
Home, Kevin McClellan and either Jeff Paccioretti or Sean Welsh
are the defenders.
The midfielders are Bakrim.
Phoung Ngo, Harrison Stewart whom St. Clair called "a real imLAFAYETTE (AP) - The
pact player"
Anthony Hare
City Council on Tuesday unaniand either Michael Baker or Todd
mously struck down a proposal
Andrade. Michael Arzabal and
to build a Domino’s Pizza shop
Hector Uribe are the forwards.
in a busy part of town after the
The 3-5-2 alignment that St.
company refused to waive its
Clair employs is known as a counguarantee of a 30-minute-or-less
ter-attack. Although this is primardelivery.
ily a defensive strategy, St. Clair
City officials asked the pizza
feels that the five midfielders will
company to suspend its nationbalance out the offense and dewide policy at the proposed site
after residents complained that
there have been no real problems fense.
"We are playing for a win. Teaspeedy deliveries might lead to
with the audience, possibly due to
the short length of the concert (two ching a player how to win is not auto accidents.
done enough," St. Clair said.
hours).
However, some downtown businesses have not benefitted from the
attempt to stimulate traffic. The
Fountain resturaunt, which is directly across from the concert site.
has not had any increased business.
"They must be getting back in
their cars and driving home," said
Barbara Ventola, manager of the
resturaunt. "They’re not here."

St. Clair said.
The players who got off the freeway are united, according to the
players.
"Everybody is helping each
other," said midfielder Hassan
Bakrim in reference to the older
players helping out the newcomers.
"At this point, we have the
depth. It is just a matter of chemistry," added defender Sean Welsh.
A quick potion may be needed
for the team to win. According to
St. Clair, the team as a unit has
only played together since August
15. "This accentuates the fact that
we are young.’ St. Clair said.

Free concerts downtown

Frani page 4
Hayes said last week’s concert
was specifically planned to entertain returning SJSU students. The
Aug. 23 concert featured the modern rock music of internationally
known group Timbuk3. The
group, which combines bright melodies with thought-provoking lyrics, drew a crowd of about 700
people.
Just about everyone in the area,
including business people, students and toddlers, stopped by to
take a peek at at the group and the
evening turned into a night of picnics, pizza and lawn chairs.
As Hayes predicted. SJSU students showed up in full force.
"If it’s free I’m here." said Michael Swendner, a recent SJSU
graduate.
Graduating senior Gail Knorr

brought her husband, Jon, and
nine-month-old. Ingrid. to tap their
feet to the up-beat music.
Gary Schwartzkopf, a 53-yearold self-employed management
analyst, drove all the way from
Santa Clara to check out the Timbuk3 show.
"It’s something different to do
on a nice evening." he said. "
Where else could you go at 5 p.m.
and sit down and relax to good
music?"
So far, the series has attracted a
fairly relaxed audience.
"It’s a pretty kickback crowd,
mostly people coming after work
and lots of moms and kids," said
San Jose Police Officer Marte
Hall, who has patrolled many of
the concerts.
Sergeant Steve Marcotte of the
San Jose Police Department said

Pac-10 still 10
WALNUT CREEK (AP) - Expansion of the Pac-10 Conference
seems to be just about a dead issue
- for the time being, at least.
Unanimous approval of conference presidents is required for expansion, and at least one - Stanford president Donald Kennedy has not kept secret his opposition
to an expansion plan.
And after discussing the possibility of expanding the conference
at two meetings last month, the top
officers of the schools decided
Tuesday that the conference is not
prepared to expand its current
membership.
"After studying the data developed by the conference’s directors,
senior women administrators and
faculty representatives, the chief
executive officers determined it
was not in the Pac-10’s best interests to actively pursue expansion iii
this time," commissioner Toni
Hansen said in a news release issued Tuesday.
"There is opposition generically
to expansion, not to any institution
which may have been mentioned.
and addition of a member requires
a unanimous vote of all 10 members of the conference," Hansen
said.
The presidents and chancellor,
of the Pac-10 met Tuesday by con,
ference call to review information
submitted by athletic administra
tors in meetings earlier this month
The message Tuesday "was pre
tty clear-cut." said conference as

for now

sistant conimis.imier Jim Muldoon. adding that university
prtsidents "pretty much decided
that the Pac-10 is not ready to expand at this time."
Stanford athletic director And)
Geiger said the idea of two sixteam divisions is out "because the
conference has already decided it’s
against a 12th ( regular-season
game" to determine a conference
champion

WE DO
FAXING.
COPYING.
LASER PRINTING.
WORD PROCESSING.
EVERYTHING.
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SAND YOLINIDALL BASKETBALL
FOOD SPECIAIS NO C.F.H.P.’s
EXOTIC DRINK SPECIALS
OPEN ’ITES.-SAT.

Panasonic
Capture lectures and
guest speakers on tape.
Choose from ten palm
sized microcassette
recorders by Panasonic
and Sony.
Priced from $29.00

*Show student I.D and receive an additional 10% discount
on all microcassettes
Come see our low prices on portable stereos and audio tape
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The one stop student shop"
325 South First Street
Downtown San Jose 283-0700
Walking distance from campus - next to Original Joe’s

A Checking And Visa Package
Even An Econ Professor Could Love.
Wells Fargo offers checking
at $3.50 per month,
6 months free Visa membership,
plus free shirts and shades.

aka

Open a Wells Fargo Student
ATM Checking’
Account and pay only
$3.50 a month,
with no monthly
fees during the
three summer
months. We’re ready
to give you credit, too -with
free Student Visa membership for 6 months, and
a growing credit line. We’re even giving away 1000/o cotton
Wells Fargo t-shirts and hot neon shades.
You’ll get all the checking you need with the
Wells Fargo Student ATM Checking Account. And
you’ll save money by doing all your banking through
any of our more than 1300 Wells Fargo Express" ATMs
statewide. ATM Checking also gives you
unlimited check-writing with no percheck charge, no charge at our
Express ATMs, and 24 -hour
person-to-person phone
service.
WELLS

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS rin
1..00

Dohrman Business

19 S. Tama sTnEET
28(;-2626

MICROCASSETTE RECORDERS
FOR THE ACADEMIC EDGE’

IMO 611.

Pizza policy
dumped on

As
a college
student,
you’re qualified
to apply for our
special Student
Visa card.
And start
building
your own
credit
open a Wells
history. All Junior College students
Fargo checking account are also eligible to apply for
the Student Visa. Look for Wells Fargo on campus or
drop by any Wells Fargo office to open a checking
account and apply for our Student Visa card.
Open one account and you get a free pair of sunglasses, in your choice of six howling neon
colors. Open both and we’ll toss in
a free neon Wells Fargo t-shirt.
Wells Fargo ATM Checking and Student Visa. ()pen
your accounts today

FARGO BANK
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Donation: Money
source is questioned

Houses:
Job Corps

Initiative opposition aired ads, ignored law

LOS ANGELES (AP) City
Attorney James Hahn filed suit
against two groups opposed to the
"Big Green" initiative, accusing
From page 1
According to Martinez, the actual them of failing to disclose that oil
chemical companies helped
move to the new facilities "would and
pay for radio ads against Proposidepend on the construction. I would tion 128.
expect we would move bit by bit.
"These ads are supported and fiWe will operate where they put us."
nanced by the big oil companies,
Another idea of Swenson’s is to use the big chemical companies and
the facilities for student housing. the big agriculture companies."
"We are very interested in the oppor- Hahn said Thursday. "Totally igtunity presented by these particular noring the provisions of the law,
facilities. We are interested in work- they have continued to air these
ing them into the housing plans," ads without saying who really is
said Lori Stahl, SJSU Public Affairs paying for them."
Officer. Stahl added that the cost of
Proposition 128 is a sweeping
Lffning the houses into student hous- environmental initiative to appear
ing may be too high.
on the Nov. 6 ballot. Formally

From page 1
aging employers to offer job site
classes in English; and informing
and encouraging those who need
help to seek it where it is available.
If Escobar decides to keep the
money, she will do so based on the
stipulation it was offered unconditionally.
A goal that both donor and recipient share calls for a program that
will set up language and literacy
programs for immigrant adults in
places where they work.
"Overall, the money can be used as

a means to further our own objectives educational research and
innovation," Escobar said.
The institute has been designed to
operate separately from the School
of Education, and if it goes according to plan, will open sometime late
this year. Eugene Gonsalez, a professor in the Special Education
Department, has been chosen as
part-time director. His responsibilities are expected to center on soliciting additional funds from corporations involved with the educational
program.

Elevator:
Problems

Race not an issue in rape case BART director
herself and walked more than a
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (Al’) As
mile along the trail to Sanford’s target of state
Jurors in New York City weighed boathouse home.
the fate of three teen-agers charged
A second defendant. 32-year- investigation
in the Cental Park jogger case, a old Ronald Jock, pleaded guilty in

From page 1
A separate incident occurred late
Tuesday afternoon in the elevator
along the San Fernando Street wall
where seven people were trapped,
hovering between the second and
third floors.
A spokesman for Dover said elevators getting stuck was the exception,
not the norm, and that it doesn’t
happen very often.

jury 300 miles away heard the July to attempted murder and testigruesome details of an attack on fied against Williams.
another jogger raped and left to
Even the plea bargain agreement
die.
with Jock, who is white, drew no
Two days after the three teen- protest except from Williams’ relaage defendants in New York were tives, said defense attorney Wilconvicted for the Central Park at- liam Rose. Williams is black.
tack, jurors in Syracuse on MonAssistant District Attorney Mary
day found 23-year-old Erwin Wil- Felasco said the plea bargain was
liams guilty of the 1986 rape and offered to Jock because the victim
attempted murder of a suburban did not want to testify at two trials.
woman.
Jock said his only involvement was
Both victims were women run- tying the woman’s hands together
ning alone, attacked by strangers and the victim’s statements corrobthey were later unable to identify. orated that, Felasco said.
Both trials involved black or His"It wasn’t a racial issue," she
panic defendants charged with at - said. "Throughout our investigatacking a white victim.
tion, Ronald Jock appeared to be
But the Williams trial aroused the less culpable of the two."
SACRAMENTO (AP) Caligrew
up
that
the
outcry
little
of
fornia Superintendent of Public InThe situation in New York was
struction Bill Honig said the 1990 around the Central Park case. The one of a series of highly publinamarked
by
trial
was
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are New York
cued, racially charged incidents
flat in mathematics and down in tional media attention, demonstra- that have plagued that city, said
tions outside the courthouse and Van Johnson, president of the Syrverbal skills compared to 1989.
But Honig issued a statement accusations of racism by some acuse branch of the National AssoMonday saying. "These scores black New Yorkers.
ciation for the Advancement of
In Syracuse. "the racial thing Colored People.
mask some major achievements....
The number of students attaining has not come up at all." said
While Syracuse is not immune
good or excellent ratings has in- county legislator William Sanford, to racial conflict, he said, "you
creased steadily
across
the the first person to see the jogger don’t have the heightened racial
board. That means that the pool of after the attack.
tensions here that you have in New
"It was bigger than that. It York." Some 150,00 people live
young people from which we will
just
it
was
white,
or
black
wasn’t
draw our business leaders, acain Syracuse and of them, roughly
demics and professionals is ex- two animals out there ... nothing 16 percent are black.
animals."
but
panding."
The passage of time between the
The 40-year-old woman was attack and the arrests also helped
To be r.’ .cise. Honig said the
with
a
II
times
stabbed
flat average math score was 484. raped,
calm emotions, Johnson said.
and the verbal dropped three points penknife and left tied to a stake in
Arrests in the Central Park case
As
1986.
20.
to 419. This led to a combined the ground on Sept.
"Die, came within days of the April 1989
score of 903. which was still three her attackers left, one said
In Syracuse, it was more
points ahead of the national aver- bitch, die." she testified in court. incident.
With the knife still protruding than 31/2 years after the September
age.
1986 attack before Jock and WilThe report said 112.577 stu- from her neck and one lung par- Hams were arrested.
dents, or 44.5 percent of California tially collapsed, the woman treed
graduates. took the SAT test this
year. That is an increase of 12 percent since 1984.

SAT scores
flat and down
Honig says

The
SAN FRANCISCO (API
state auditor general plans to look
into charges that BART Director
John Glenn’s ownership of a transit insurance claims adjusting company is an illegal conflict of interest.
The claims against the Fremont
BART director were outlined in a
letter distributed at a meeting of
BART directors last Thursday
from state Sens. Dan Boatwright.
D-Concord. and Quentin Kopp, an
independent from San Francisco.
The letter was sent to the Joint
Legislative Audit Committee.
which later requested the audit.
said Assemblyman Elihu Harris,
D-Oak land. panel chairman.
Glenn owns an Oakland company that serves several transit systems with political and financial
ties to the Bay Area Rapid Transit
System.
Boatwright and Kopp are longtime supporters of BART President
Nell Bianco, a political foe of
Glenn’s. Kopp said that Bianco
and BART Director Michael Bernick of San Francisco urged him to
seek the investigation.
"Nearly every decision that the
BART board makes for example, setting fare levels and service
levels and making decisions concerning extensions has direct
and significant impact on Mr.
Glenn’s clients... ’ the senators
said in a letter to the audit committee.
Harris said that it is unlikely the
audit will be done soon because
Glenn is running for reelection.

knov,n as the Lip, tronmental Pro- other %keel:.
"We have not reached the level
tection Act of 1990, the measure
has been dubbed "Big Green" by of corporate sponsorship that
would trigger the requirement."
its supporters.
The Superior Court lawsuit filed said spokesman Scott Macdonald.
Thursday alleges the initiative’s
Assemblyman Tom Hayden, Dopponents violated Proposition
Monica, is an author of
105. a public disclosure initiative Santa
Proposition 128.
passed by California voters in
1988.
Macdonald said Hahn was actThat law states that advertise- ing as a "pawn of environmental
ments for or against ballot mea- extremists" by filing the suit.
sures must identify any industry
Hahn’s suit alleges the chemical
that contributes $.50.000 or more
and which accounts for at least 25 industry has provided 27 percent of
percent of ad contributions.
total contributions raised by No on
A "No on 128. the Hayden Ini- 128. He said Thursday he hopes
tiative" spokesman denied the the suit will nudge the group into
radio ads violate state law and said adding identification of the ad’s
they would continue for at least an- major sponsors.

Law scapegoats AIDS
victims, opponents say
SAN JOSE. Calif. (AP) Opponents of a law that targets prostitutes who continue working after
testing positive for the AIDS virus
say it scapegoats prostitutes and
lulls the public into a sense of false
security.
"It’s another loon of denial on
the part of the public, who would
rather blame some group than do
what is really called for, which is
making sure none of us is infected. said Dr. Robert Benjamin. director of the communicable
diseases division of the Alameda
County Health Department.
The 19-month-old lass %% as scrutinized this summer v, hen an Oakland prostitute .1:1, arrested after
telling Noy ssy eek magazine she
continued to %%Ms after tests
showed she had been exposed to
the AIDS s irus.
Oakland police wanted the
woman. Linda Kean. to be charged
with attempted murder, hut the
Alameda County District Attorney’s Office refused, saying it
lacked a victim.
Kean was arrested for a probation violation and released in a plea
bargain. Iler case spurred a renewed effort to enforce the law.
which has been mired in procedural, legal and political problems.
In recent weeks. Santa Clara and
San Francisco counties have
drafted policies on how to implement the problematic lass, and
Alameda County has lust begun
the process.
But the law requires cooperation
bets,. een the courts. ss Inch adinm-

CLUB

Feinstein says California needs
more control over federal water

Honig said that compared to six
years ago. 56 percent more blacks.
18 percent more Asian Americans
and 71 percent more Hispanics
I.A JOLLA. Calif. (Al’)
look the test. "These groups now Democratic gubernatorial candicomprise 49 percent of test takers date Dianne Feinstein says Califorcompared to 35 percent in 1984. nia "can’t afford to careen from
That compares to a 27 percent mi- drought to drought" under existing
nority rate nationally. yet our water policies.
scores remain above the national
Feinstein also told the California
.iverage."
Water Resources Association on
Thursday that the state needs
Honig added. it may seem par- greater control of water projects
adoxical that overall scores could currently managed by the federal
decrease while groups’ scores in- government.
"I know there are those who
crease. The reason is due to the
marked demographic shift in Cali- will say it can’t be done. hut I disfornia. A larger percentage of tra- agree. We cannot control our desditionally lower-scoring groups are tiny if we have to go on our hands
taking the test, which lowers and knees to Congress for approval
statewide averages even though of every change in operation and
authority." she told water industry
sub-group scores are rising. ’ ’

represciudi
"Gaining control over the 40
percent of our water that is supplied by the federal government
will be a major goal of my administration."
Feinstein, a tOrmer San Francisco mayor whose water-policy
views reflect a Northern California
orientation, pledged to stop the increase in water exports from the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.
But she said her immediate concern is the ecologically sensitive
San Francisco Bay Delta, which
requires a steady flow of river
water to prevent the incursion of
salt water from the sea.
"Already, about half the water

that used to flov. Imo the It,I\
been diverted." l’emstein
"Drinking water is contaminaied
Levees are sinking steadily each
year, and yet, another water export
scheme is proposed in the Through
Canal project."
That project, which the Deukmejian administration is pushing,
would widen and deepen channels
within the maze-like delta to divert
water to agricultural and urban
users in the south.
The Peripheral Canal. which
voters defeated in 1982. would
have served the same purpose with
a canal skirting the delta’s eastern
edge.

ister punishment. and public health
departments. which treat the
and educate the public.
Health officials argue that
forced testing N% ill undermine their
scr% ing priistitutes and intrasenous
drug users
" e in health has been working Is quitc some time to gain the
trust 01 commercial sex workers,’
Benjamin said. "II yke find ourselves as part of the punishment,
we lost: access to them...
athe
law is aim ins .lsii in of’ pris ac).
California lass requires confidentiality in AIDS tesi
. Prosecutors
respond that mandatory AIDS testing Is the oril \
to warn the
public about the dangers of unsafe
Sex.

’If the prostitute knows she’s
got the AIDS s inn,, I dont think
she’s going to inform her customers because it’s going to cut dimmm
on her business.- said Deputy District Attorney ( s nthia Sex etcy.
who heads the All litigation unit
of the Santa Clara County District
tuha
:st ti,
Attorney’ssonic
But
pfnuticcli.c health workers
Briny prostitutes are wellin ti wined about AIDS and practice
sate sex.
"Their body is their money."
said Jacob Quintana, who distributes free bleach and condoms to
prostitutes and IV drug users
through the Santa Clara County
Department of Ifealth. "l’hats
their bread and butter "

Thursday Aug., 30

CHEAP
SHOTS
UNTIL MIDNIGHT

A

STUDENTS IN FREE
COMPLIMENTARY HAIRCUTS BY

Debut Salon
and

FREE INVITATIONS TO OUR

BIRTHDAY BASH
mi,ept. 20

fridays

GET ON UP

CHEAP SHOTS TIL 10PAI
710

rover, no line, before 9

saturdays

CHEAP
READING
$ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction
Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records
New & Used Books

dokRecycle
1M Book Store
Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri 8. Sat 10am - 10pm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

Late Textbooks?
Depend on Kinko’s.
Professors, if your textbooks are late, call Kinko’s. We’ll
contact the publisher and, with permission, reprint the first
few chapters so your class stays on schedule.
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Saddam tightens his grip on Kuwait

Foreign -born soldiers
become U.S. citizens
before Middle East duty
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LOS ANGELES (AP) -Two
toreign-born servicemen took
the oath of citizenship in a special ceremony arranged to beat
an anticipated callup for Middle
East duty.
"If something happens and I
die, I want to die as an American." said Marine Cpl. Keun
"Kevin" Ho Yook, a Korean
immigrant, after Monday’s ceremony before U.S. District
Judge Dickran Tevrizian.
Yook, 24, a Marine based at
Camp Pendleton, raised his
right hand along with Navy
Petty Officer 2nd Class German
Oswald() Acuna, 24. a Guatemalan immigrant.
The servicemen, wearing
crisp uniforms and crew cuts.
promised to defend the Constitution and the laws of the United
States.
"At this time you are now
citizens of the greatest country
of the world, the United States
of America." said Tevrizian. an
American-horn son of Armenian immigrants.
The pair gave the pledge of
allegiance. and after the ceremony were applauded by fellow
servicemen, immigration authorities, family members and
some of the 30 reporters covering the ceremony.
In an unusual move for a federal judge. Tevrizian also allowed TV and still photographers into his courtroom.
"I’m feeling great right

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
Tuesday said he was ready for direct talks with President Bush and
British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, but Baghdad also tightened its grip on Kuwait by declaring it a 19th province.
In another development, an
American civilian died in Iraq, apparently one of 63 Americans who
were rounded up for use as human
shields against attack.
Saddam offered to meet with
Bush and Mrs. Thatcher while visiting with several foreign families
held hostage in Iraq. The meeting
was shown on state-run Iraqi TV
and was Saddam’s second televised meeting with hostages.
The Iraqi president said he was
"ready and prepared for direct
talks with Mr. Bush and Mrs.
Thatcher. ... Let us have the debate between me and them on television for the whole world to see."
The nationalities of the foreigners were not known. One woman
who asked a question spoke with a
British accent and another indicated he was from France.
It also was not known when or
where the meeting occurred, but
the Iraqi News Agency said Saddam used the meeting to free one
British family and order that it be
sent home.
Saddam said he understood the
families felt restricted, but that
Iraq needed to hold them to prevent an attack by U.S.-led forces
sent to the gulf to prevent Iraqi
troops that overran Kuwait from
invading Saudi Arabia.
Last week, Saddam was shown
meeting with foreign hostages on
Iraqi television, patting the heads
of small boys and posing for a

now," said Acuna.
’This
means that I can talk to my shipmates and everyone else I know
who’s American and say.
’Look, I’m an American like
you.
Acuna came to America in
1981 and enlisted in the Navy in
1986. Yook arrived in 1986 and
joined the Marines about a year
later. The military allows immigrants to enlist as long as they
have proper immigration status.
The servicemen had been
scheduled to attend naturalization ceremonies on Sept. 24
But the Middle East cri.H.
sparked by the Aug. 2 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. changed their
plans.
The pair asked the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service for a hurry-up ceremony.
INS Western Regional Commissioner Ben Davidian said the
agency then "bent a few rules
and moved a few things
around."
Military officials have refused comment on deployments, but Acuna and Yook
said they were convinced they
would soon be shipped to the
Mideast.
Marine Capt. David Olsen.
Yook’s commanding officer,
said Yook had always talked
about becoming an American
citizen.
"To see him become a citizen
is just a great inspiration to the
rest of us," Olsen said.

lilt -

Icy.
unit
trict

group photograph. The broadcast
was sharply criticized by world
leaders who demanded that he let
the foreigners go and stop using
them for propaganda purposes.
shipping
Earlier
Tuesday,
sources said U.S. Navy warships
enforcing the U.N. embargo
against Iraq stopped two cargo
ships and crewmen boarded one in
the Gulf of Aqaba before allowing
them to proceed to Jordan.
It was believed the first time a
ship was boarded and inspected by
the U.S. Navy since the embargo
began shortly after Iraq invaded
Kuwait Aug. 2.
The developments came as U.N.
chief Javier Perez de Cuellar said
he was intervening with Iraq to try
to arrive at a solution to the gulf
crisis.
President Bush said he was pessimistic about the U.N. initiative.
The peace effort, however, was
enough to send depressed stock
markets surging in New York and
Tokyo. Stock prices also rallied in
London.
Gold, whose value increases in
times of turmoil, plunged about
$19 to $392.55 an ounce Tuesday
on London’s gold exchange. Oil
prices also fell.
In Vienna. 10 of the 13 OPEC
ministers tentatively backed a deal
that would permit increased oil
production by Saudi Arabia. Venezuela and some other nations to
help offset losses arising from the
gulf crisis.
But the ministers delayed until
Wednesday a formal meeting expected to give final approval to the
agreement until messages had been
sent to Iraq and Libya, whose representatives did not attend the
gathering.

Saddam:
dependents
can leave
NIC’OSIA, Cyprus (AP)
- Saddam Hussein said
Tuesday all women and children foreigners in Iraq are
free to leave the country, the
Iraqi News Agency said.
Saddam issued a decree
"that all women and children
who are foreigners in Iraq are
allowed to move freely in
Iraq or to travel whenever
they want starting tomorrow,
including the families Iraq is
hosting," the news agency
said, in a report monitored in
Nicosia.
It was not immediately
clear how many women and
children are among the 500
American hostages in Iraq.
It also was not known if
the decree also applied to the
2,500 American hostages in
Kuwait. Baghdad. whose
troops overran Kuwait on
Aug. 2, now considers its
oil-rich neighbor part of Iraq.
In Washington, the State De
partment said an American had
died in Basra, a southern port in
Iraq. but did not list a cause of
death. The American was reported
to be a man in his mid-50s killed
by an apparent heart attack after
being taken from Kuwait.
The Cable News Network said
the man was one of those Americans who have been taken from

Raise in oil prices may increase U.S. trade deficit
WASHINGTON (API -The
U.S. trade deficit narrowed dramatically to $22.58 billion from
April through June, the lowest
quarterly imbalance in more than
six years, the government reported
Tuesday.
However, analysts were quick to
note that the deficit had been
pushed lower primarily by falling
oil prices, a situation which has
been reversed by the Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait by Iraq.
The Commerce Department said
the 14.1 percent improvement
from a first quarter deficit of
$26.28 billion reflected lower petroleum imports and a record level

of U.S. export sales.
For the second quarter. U.S. exports totaled an all-time high of
$96.74 billion, up 0.5 percent
from the previous record of $96.26
billion set in the first quarter.
The Bush administration is
counting on continued strong export sales to provide the momentum needed to keep the country out
of a recession, a prospect that has
grown more uncertain with the
economic shocks coming from the
turmoil in the Mideast.
U.S. imports fell 2.6 percent in
the second quarter to $119.32 billion, an improvement of $3.2 billion.

The $22.58 billion trade deficit,
the difference between imports and
exports, was the smallest since a
$21.3 billion deficit in the fourth
quarter of 1983.
The figures in Tuesday’s report
on merchandise trade calculated on
a balance-of-payments basis confirmed trends noted in the department’s monthly merchandise trade
reports, which showed a second
quarter deficit of $20.15 billion.
The small disparity in the two
figures comes from the fact that the
report excludes military sales by
the U.S. government and makes
other minor adjustments to the
month’s fieures
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Non-farm exports rose by $1.1
billion with increases recorded for
automotive products, consumer
goods and civilian aircraft.
As usual, the biggest imbalance
occurred with Japan. a deficit of
$10.4 billion, up slightly from a
$10.3 billion first quarter deficit.
The United States posted a rare
$1.5 billion second quarter surplus
with Western Europe, up from a
$400 million surplus in the first
quarter.

NEW YORK (API - Prices
closed modestly higher in a cautious session on Wall Street Tuesday as traders kept a wary eye on
Middle East developments and the
price of oil.
Analysts said the market did not
have enough momentum to carry
the gains of the previous two sessions .
Oil prices, which plunged on
Monday, regained some ground
Tuesday, keeping the stock market
Agricultural exports fell 6 per- in check. The near-term price for
cent to $10.3 billion with wheat, light. sweet crude rose 97 cents to
corn, soybeans and cotton sales all $27.88 a barrel today after faljing
declining
54 Month%
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The U.S. delegation is touring the Middle East. On Monday they were in Saudi
Arabia and met with some of the tens of
thousands of U.S. troops arrayed against
Iraqi troops across the border in Kuwait.
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"I think it would help back in the
United States with the American people to
see that we have more help from Egypt and
from other countries on the ground in Saudi
Arabia." he said.
At a news conference after meeting the
"Now that we have that deterrent force senators, Mubarak did not mention Nunn’s
in place, 1 think we need to get more Arab request for additional troops. He has said
forces on the ground. I emphasized that to Egypt has 2.000 soldiers in Saudi Arabia.
the president." Nunn said of the meeting but Egyptian military sources say the figure
with Mubarak.
i. closer to 4,0(X)

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (API - Sen.
sant Nunn urged Egypt’s president Tuesday
to send more troops to Saudi Arabia to show
the world it is with the United States in its
showdown with Iraq’s Saddam Hussein.
Nunn. the Georgia Democrat who
chairs the Senate Armed Services Committee, Sen. Bob Dole, the Senate’s top Republican, and six other Republican senators
spent 90 minutes with President Hosni Mubarak
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"We are doing our best ourselves to defuse the tension - I
mean, the order that we have given
to the captains of the ship not to resist..." he said.

Senators meet with Egyption leader, request more help

Classified
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Petroleum imports, which had
risen sharply in the first quarter.
declined by $3.5 billion in the second quarter, primarily reflecting a
sharp decline in price.
However, with the Persian Gulf
crisis pushing oil prices higher.
economists are looking for America’s foreign oil bill to rise in coming months.
The decline in petroleum imports in the second quarter was
partially offset by a $300 million
increase in non-oil imports.
The small $480 million rise in
U.S. export sales came from a rise
in non-farm exports offsetting a
drop in agricultural exports.

their homes and moved to key military or civilian installations as
protection against U.S. attack.
Meanwhile, 52 dependents of
U.S. diplomats who were evacuated from the American Embassy
in Kuwait arrived in Paris today on
their way home from Turkey.
Three young men from the group
were not allowed to leave Iraq.
A furious United States. saying
Iraq had "once again reneged on
its pledge" that all the dependents
could go free, swiftly ordered 36
Iraqi Embassy staff members in
Washington expelled from the
United States and imposed travel
limits on the 19 envoys allowed to
remain.
"I talked to the doctors. Everyone was in great shape," said U.S.
Embassy spokesman Paul Kozelka. who met with some of the
tired Americans at Charles de
Gaulle-Roissy airport before the
plane continued on to the United
States.
The State Department said Monday it could not confirm U.S.
media reports that Iraqi ship captains had been ordered not to resist
if their vessels are stopped and
searched by warships enforcing the
U.N. embargo.
"We certainly hopc they are
true," said spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler.
But Iraq’s ambassador to the
United States, Mohammed Sadiq
al-Mashat, seemed to confirm the
reports in an interview on ABC’s
Nightline.
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Bill could force CSU
to increase transfers
SACRAMENTO (AP) A
package of bills to revise California’s Master Plan for Higher
Education including a proposal to increase student transfers
between community colleges
and the University of California
faces harried lawmakers in
the final week of their 1989-90
session.
Proponents of the measures
told a Capitol news conference
Monday that the six bills stem
from the latest review of the
master plan, which serves as the
principal policy statement for
the University of California, the
California State University Systern and the state community
college system.
The transfer bill, authored by
Senate Education Committee
chairman Gary Hart, D-Santa
Barbara, would strengthen the
links between community colleges and four-year institutions.
Hart’s S8507 would encourage
more students to attend commu-

Killer terrifies Florida campus

nity colleges by assuring them
that satisfactory completion of
course work will ease their path
to a four-year school.
Current law includes such assurances, Hart said, but the
four-year schools have not been
aggressive in putting the provisions into effect. His bill requires the four-year schools to
agressively pursue a steady flow
of transfers from the community
colleges.
It also requires the CSU and
UC to maintain an upper division enrollment of 60 percent of
their entire undergraduate enrollment, a move that would result in larger numbers of transferees who have already
completed two years of lowerlevel study. Under the provisions of the bill, the CSU would
be required to maintain its existing 60 percent upper division
enrollment ratio, while UC
would be given five years to
gradually reach that level, in the
1994-95 academic year.

GAINESVILLE, Ha. (API
The bodies of a man and a woman
were found at a student apartment
complex Tuesday, a day after police said they believed the earlier
grisly deaths of three young
women were linked.
Law enforcement authorities
said they didn’t know whether the
fourth and fifth deaths were related
to the earlier slayings. But they
said they were investigating the
latest deaths as a possible double
murder, and state officials braced
for that possibility.
"It looks like it’s a part of a serial killer." state university system
Chancellor Charles Reed said
Tuesday in Tallahassee. "It’s a
community problem. It’s not just a
university problem. We are taking
every precaution we possibly
can."
There were no plans to cancel
classes, but students were being
encouraged to stay on campus.
Reed said. "We think our campus
is more secure than the surrounding community right now." he
said.

Gov. Bob Martinez urged that
young people avoid staying alone
in this college community, where
fall classes opened Monday at the
University of Florida and nearby
Santa Fe Community College.
Alachua Sheriffs Lt. Spencer
Mann said the bodies of a man and
a woman were found together at
about 8:30 a.m. at an apartmentcomplex near one where two bodies were found Sunday. Police set
up a command post between those
sites and the spot about two miles
from where a third body was discovered early Monday.
authorities
said
Martinez
weren’t speculating that a "Ted
Bundy copycat" serial killer was
on the loose, but the governor said
the FBI and "out-of-state experts"
are involved in the investigation.
FBI agents joined Gainesville
authorities Monday, and Martinez
dispatched the state police mobile
crime lab to Gainesville.
On the campus. the slayings
He
stirred memories of Blind
was executed in Florida’s electric
chair on Jan. 24, 1989. after mur-

’That’s what
we’re all saying.
It’s another Ted
Bundy on the
loose. Some
sicko.’
Jana Walters,
a freshman
dering dozens of young women,
including two Florida State University students in Tallahassee in a
1978 rampage he followed with the
murder of a 14-year-old schoolgirl
in Lake City.
"That’s what we’re all saying.
It’s another Ted Bundy on the
loose." Jana Walters. 18, a freshman from Longwood. Fla.. said
Monday. "Some sicko."
Authorities have declined to
give details on the bodies and the
possible links.
The Gainesville Sun. however.
reported Tuesday that the mutilations of the bodies at the two sepa-

rate apartments was the apparent
connection.
Two of the victims, who shared
a townhouse apartment, were identified as second-semester freshmen
Christina P. Powell. 17. of Jacksonville and Sonya Larson, 18. of
Deerfield Beach. Their bodies
were found Sunday afternoon.
Eight hours later, at another
southwest Gainesville apartment
about two miles away. Alachua
County deputies found the body of
Christa L. Hoyt, 18. a student at
nearby Santa Fe Community College and a full-time records clerk at
the Alachua County Sheriffs Office, the college’s President Lawrence Tyree said Monday.
"The two crimes could have
been done by the same individual." Gainesville Police Chief
Wayland Clifton said Monday.
"The method of operation in these
cases are similar."
The Sun quoted unidentified
sources as saying that Ms. Hoyt
had been decapitated and her
breasts mutilated, while at least
one of the other victims had her
nipples cut off.

SAT scores
the lowest
since 70s
NEW YORK (AP) Verbal
scores on the SAT have dropped to
their lowest level in a decade, and
a testing official says that’s because too many students are watching music videos and playing video
games instead of reading.
Combined Scholastic Aptitude
Test scores totaled 900 for the
1989-90 school year 476 on the
math section, 424 on the verbal.
the College Board reported Monday. The highest possible score is
800 on each section. for a combined 1.600.
Math scores were unchanged
among the 1.03 million high
school students who took the test.
But the verbal average was down
three points from the previous
school year, marking a steady decline since the recent peak of 431
in 1986.
Verbal scores are now at their
lowest point since 1980 and equal
to the worst levels since national
averages were first compiled in
1971.
"Students must pay less attention to video games and music videos and begin to read more," said
College Board president Donald
M. Stewart.
Each section of the multiplechoice SAT is scored on a scale ot
200-800. The predominant college
entrance exam in 22 states, it is
sponsored by the board and administered by the Educational Testing
Service in Princeton. N.J.
The annual SAT averages have
become a widely cited indicator ot
how schools are doing, but education experts say it is probably too
soon for the SATs to reveal the
progress of widespread school reforms enacted in the mid-1980s.
Most children affected by the reforms are still years away from the
SAT, which is usually taken during the junior year of high school.
In addition, federal programs
such as Head Start and Chapter 1.
which in the 1960s and 1970s tried
to boost achievement among the
poor and minorities, took years it
pay off in higher SAT scores.
Those programs are credited
with steady SAT gains by virtually
every minority group. Most nota,
bly. last year’s average scores
among American Indians rose a
combined 13 points, to 388 verbal
and 437 math.
Verbal scores among blacks rose
one point to 352 and now stand 21i
points higher than 1976 levels
Math averages were down one
point to 385 but are still 31 points
better than 1976 scores.
Some critics question the abilit
of a single statistic like the SATs it,
summarize accurately the performance of 40 million students attending kindergarten through 12th
grade in 83,000 schools in 15,001
school districts.
The board claims it’s a good
predictor of success in the college
freshman year. But critics such as
FairTest in Cambridge, Mass,, insist the SAT favors whites, males.
the wealthy and those adept at
standardized test-taking.
Statistics seem to bear out the
wealth claim. Test-takers last yea’
from 151,485 families earning
$70,000 or more averaged 468 vet
bed. 527 math. The 41,845 test
takers from families earning less
than $10.0(X) averaged 357 verbal
419 math.
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